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subunit fragments. T cells amplified from depigmenting skin of

an HLA-A*0201+ patient were >16% gp100-209-217-reactive

and demonstrated superior avidity compared with melanoma-

derived T cells. TCR subunit analysis revealed a TCRa8, TCRb17
and a TCRa21, TCRa17 expressing clone. The former was linked

by a P2A slippage sequence, cloned into the SAMEN construct

under the CMV promoter, transfected into Phoenix packaging

cells and transduced into Jurkat cells. Resulting Jurkat-SILv44

cells produced 20 pg/ml IL-2 in response to peptide-pulsed T2

cells, even in the absence of phorbol ester stimulation. These

studies represent the first cloning of a vitiligo skin-derived,

HLA-A2+, gp100-reactive TCR. Whereas previous studies have

implicated the a subunit in defining peptide binding specificity

of MART-1-reactive T cells, both our gp100-reactive clones

share a common b subunit with gp100-reactive, melanoma-

derived T4H2, suggesting the defining subunit may be

peptide-dependent. Importantly, SILv44 Jurkat cells display high

TCR affinity as demonstrated by successful peptide-mediated

activation without the need for CD8 co-stimulation.
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Human malignant melanoma exhibits impaired redox status and

abnormal redox-regulated signal pathways. Induced as an adap-

tive response to reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive

nitrogen species (RNS), a multi-functional protein called APE/Ref-

1 serves as a redox chaperone and modulator of many nuclear

transcription factors and for maintaining intracellular redox

status. Our previous studies showed that knockdown of APE/

Ref-1 significantly sensitized melanoma cells to chemo-treat-

ment and reduced metastatic potential markedly. In this study,

we further characterized the role of APE/Ref-1 in the invasive

properties of human melanoma. Two function-deficient Ref-1

constructs were stably transfected into melanoma cells; further

studies with Scratch Migration and Matrigel assays showed that

both DNLS-Ref-1 and RedoxD-Ref-1 markedly decreased migra-

tion and invasive c-apacity. Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-1

mRNA levels were also significantly reduced in transfectants,

which was reversed by APE/Ref-1 cDNA overexpression.

In addition, nitric oxide (NO) stress induced by DETA (NO donor)

treatment was associated with enhanced invasion potential of

melanoma cells, which was significantly reversed by APE/Ref-1

depletion. These results suggest that specific and potent

inhibitors targeting APE/Ref-1 should be explored for therapeutic

potential. Accordingly, through 3-D modeling and virtual docking,

we successfully screened compounds from 35 chemical vendors

(total number of compounds is more than 7 millions) and

synthesized a specific APE/Ref-1 inhibitor (#598-21) with IC50

below 1 lM, which also significantly reduced the invasion of

metastatic melanoma Lu1205 cells. Taken this molecule as a

lead compound, we are screening and synthesizing more potent

inhibitors with enhanced anti-melanoma activities.
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The melanocyte-specific transcription factor M-MITF is involved

in numerous aspects of melanoblast lineage biology including

pigmentation, survival, and migration. It also plays complex roles

at all stages of melanoma progression and metastasis. We have

previously shown that expression of M-MITF in human mela-

noma cell lines is highly variable and inversely correlated with

that of GLI2, a Hedgehog mediator identified as a TGF-b gene

target. In this study, we demonstrated that GLI2 overexpression

in highly pigmented melanoma cells reduced the expression of

M-MITF and that of its gene targets TYR, TYRP1 and DCT,

accompanied with a decrease of melanin synthesis. Transient

cell transfection experiments with 5¢-end M-MITF promoter

deletion constructs identified the -317/-280 region as critical for

GLI2-driven transcriptional repression. Chromatin immunoprecip-

itation (ChIP), identified GLI2 bound to the -395/-228 region of the

M-MITF promoter. Since GLI2 is a transcriptional target of TGF-b
pathway, we investigated whether the TGF-b signaling can

repress M-MITF expression in melanoma cells. We showed that

M-MITF expression was decreased by TGF-b treatment inde-

pendently from proteasomal degradation. Inversely, the TbRI

(TGF-b Receptor I) inhibitor SB431542 increased M-MITF

expression. TGF-b induced a strong inhibition of M-MITF

promoter activity. ChIP experiments indicated that TGF-b
induces GLI2 binding to the -395/-228 region of the M-MITF

promoter in melanoma cells. Yet, TGF-b still repressed M-MITF

promoter activity after GLI2 knockdown, suggesting that other

mechanisms are involved to drive TGF-b effect. Remarkably,

TGF-b inhibited both CREB phosphorylation and PKA activity in

melanoma cells and mutation of the cAMP Responsive Element

(CRE) located at position -147/-140 of the M-MITF promoter

abolished the inhibitory effect exerted by TGF-b. Taken together,

these results suggest that TGF-b represses M-MITF expression

and transcription by two distinct and concomitant means

implicating GLI2 induction and inhibition of the cAMP/PKA

pathway.
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Melanoma is highly metastatic and resistant to current therapies.

Accumulating evidence suggests that particular populations of

tumor cells with a more undifferentiated phenotype may be

responsible for these characteristics. Melanoma progression and

metastasis is not only a result of these cells’ intrinsic properties

but is also determined by a number of complex tumor-host

interactions. Cytokines released by cells in the tumor and in the

microenvironment alter a variety of processes that result in

tumor progression and malignancy. Tumor cells with a more

undifferentiated phenotype may be more sensitive to the effects

of these secreted factors and acquire a highly metastatic

potential. The cytokine Endothelin 3 (Edn3) has been implicated

in melanoma progression based on in vitro data showing that

Edn3 alters the expression of cell adhesion proteins and

metalloproteinases in melanoma cell lines. In this study we

investigated the effects of Edn3 over-expression in melanoma

progression and heterogeneity in vivo. We crossed Dct-Grm1

mice whose expression of the metabotropic glutamate receptor

1 (Grm1) under the Dopachrome tautomerase (Dct) promoter

produce spontaneous melanocytic lesions in the ears and tails

that do not metastasize, with transgenic mice that over express

Edn3 under the keratin 5 promoter (K5-Edn3). Tumors appeared

2–3 months earlier and grew at a rate 3–4 times faster in Dct-

Grm1/K5-Edn3 mice when compared to the Dct-Grm1 control

mice. Ninety-five percent of Dct-Grm1/K5-Edn3 mice had pig-

mented lesions in distant organs such as the lung, spleen and

salivary glands. These results indicate that Edn3 paracrine

signaling alters the kinetics of melanocytic tumors’ progression
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